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Home Rule Statute Debate Up
Before Legislative Committee

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
The running debate over the
Word has been received in new home rule statute has
Houston that the Rover left on come up before a legislative
the moon, has been stripped.
committee, with Jefferson
County Judge Todd Hollenbach
The public debt amounts to adopting a moderate stance.
$450 billion. Annual interest is
Hollenbach said that although
$23 billion. The debt is owned to his county has power to pass
persons who buy government some basic legislation for both
bonds of all kinds.
Louisville and the county, he
does not want to assume au_ Four in ten Americans would, thority beyond that stage.
favor U.S. aid to help rebuild
He also had .
a new suggestion
North Vietnamese cities. 40 per
cent favored it, 51 per cent were for the lawmakers—that they
against it and 9 per cent of those should permit the county to expand the base of its governpolled had no opinion.
ment to get closer to the
Oahanisdat William S. White, people
commenting on President
Hollenbach said perhaps the
Nixon's statements against county should operate with
amnesty for U.S. deserters, eight commissioners—one electwrote last week "Let a nation- ed from each senatorial disal precedent of amnesty be set trict .
In all the present circumstances
The government now consists
and you hand to future
of the county judge and three
'dissidents' the power, at least
commissioners
hypothetically, to denude the
Hollenbach quietly launched
armed forces of the United
States and to veto the foreign into an assessment on the
policy of its elected leaders. meaning and application of the
This is not 'democracy. It is 1972 home rule act, over which
artarehy— -el--• poignantly lAnasville and Jefferson County
have been squabbling
dangerous kind..."
We drop by to see Don c
Roginson last rught. Fie has
been ailing since Friday.
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We Mid good, well seasoned
vegetables out at Five Points I
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And Opal had same fine fried
chicken yesterday.
Molly Jones was on her way to
feed a dog out at the Oaks
Country Club when the accident
which took her life occurred.
Tte dog has been at the club for
about two years and never
leaves the club grounds
Asientber of new homes going
up in our area, in Plainview
Acres.
Talking to RIfy Moftetd abobt
writing another story on Me
Birds. If enough people put up
Blue Bird boxes, we could coax
this feathery creature into
Calloway County where it could
multiply We're getting two
boxes to put up
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We spotted a pair just the
other day along Doran Road
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Dick Stout is building a whale
of a house on Olive Street
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Neighbors To
Welcome Purcell
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Ky.( AP -LOUISVILLE,
Neighbors are prepared today
to welcome home Air Force 11.
'Col. Robert Purcell, who returns after nearly eight years
as a prisoner of war in North
Vietnam.
Purcell is the first Louisville
man to return to this country
from a Vietnamese prison
He is expected to fly home
this afternoon or tonight from
Wright-Patterson Air Base in
Ohio, where has been examined
and debriefed for the last 10
days.
A large, donated Christmas
tree at the Purcell home will be
lighted for the pilot's return, a
neighbor said.
Purcell's wife, mother, sister
and his five children joined him
at Wright-Patterson Feb 16
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One side says the county has
complete domination over all of
Louisville as well as some 70
satellite communities. The other contends the bills simply
gave Louisville and the county
govern
to
power
equal
themselves.
Hollenbach au-ed a moderate
view, declaring it is not his intent or thought that county
home rule would give counties
the power to dominate cities.
added, someBut, he
problems can be solved only
on a countywide basis—such as
environmental control, social
welfare, corrections and police
protection.
Louisville-Jefferson
The
County issue is pending in a
Jefferson Circuit Court and
Hollenbach said only a decision
by the Court of Appeals will resolve the question.
Atty.
Jefferson County
oruce Miller has interpreted
the home rule statute as giving
counties authority over cities.
Hollenbach expressed it more
mildly, declaring that reports
of widespread discord between
the two governments are exaggertitt4
He said the law permits the

county to adopt "minimal" legislation affecting everyone, and
that cities do not have power to
pass ordinances any weaker
than the county laws.
Hollenbach said talk of absiishing county home rule at the
next legislative session should
not be given serious consideration.
Rep. Nick Kafoglis, DBowling Green,said he is taking
neither side of the issue, but
does recognize the home rules
measure has created a
problem.
tie expressed doubt about
Hollenbach's interpretation of
the statute.
"The legislature made no
mention of the relationship' of
cities and counties," he said. "I
believe they were meant to be
treated as equals."
Rep. Jerry Meier, 13-Louisville, recalled that the Jefferson County House delegation
did not realize the far-reaching
effects of the home rule propsal.
He called it an irony that
many Louisville area legislators failed to vote for the measure while lawmakers from other areas did.

Kentucky's 1973 Easter Seal
campaign will officially begin
March 1, according to an announcement made today by
Tommy Bell of Lexington, state
chairman, and Dr. Lloyd P.
County
Jacks, Calloway
chairman.
Sponsored by the Kentucky
Seal Society for
Easter
CripPleCI. Children and Adults
for the benefit of handicapped
Kentuckians, the annual drive
will continue through Easter
Sunday, April 12.
During 1972 the society helped
a total of 7,500 patients, 6,600 of
them children, through the
operation of its centers and
programs, Jacks noted Among
tlie facilities owned and
operated by the society is the
West Kentucky Easter Seal
Center in Paducah.
County committees in various
areas have also provided other
services for more than 400
children, including transportation to and from clinics,
recreation, and the purchase of
braces, crutches and other
special equipment.
Jacks said several projects
are being planned in Calloway
County. Contributions of more
than $3,900 last year were the
highest total in the county in the
50-year history of Easter
Seals, he added.
Bell, an attorney and wellknown sports official, is heading
the statewide campaign for the
second consecutive year.
"Since 1923 the society has
been helping those who cannot
help themselves:* he said. "The
Easter Seal Society has a truly
wonderful program, made
possible by the generosity of
countless Kentuckians who care
enough to give their time,
energy and money." -
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Rescue Squad
Called Today

World War veterans in
Calloway County who have
maintained their Cl insurance
in force will be on the receiving
end of some extra cash this
year.
Some 430 of them will receive
approximately $32,000 as their
share of a record payout of
dividends totaling 8297 million.
The bulk of the money, $276
million of it, will go to 3,000,000
World War II veterans who hold
National Service Life Insurance
policies, reports the Veterans
Administration. The remainder
will go to 147,000 veterans of the
first World War, who have
United States Government Life
Insurance
The 8297 million payment is
ATTACK NORTH N'IETNMAESE QUARTERS--bo' uth Viet- the largest regular dividend
namese police clash with demonstrators who broke windows and ever declared by the VA. It is
attacked the Communist headquarters of the Joint Military . El million above the previous
Commission in Hue, South Vietnam. American military sources high. It has become available
said six 'North Sietnamese representatives were injured in the because the interest earned by
the trust funds governing the
clash. tAp niropnoto %4t radio from Saigoai

PARIS (AP) — The United
States and North Vietnam
agreed today on a system for
reconvening the international
Vietnam conference to deal
with any peace violations, but
the system effectively gave
a veto.
Conkrence sources said the
-

Occult Subject At
uncheon Wednesday

-4 4
SKYLAB ROLI.S OUT—Workers and their families %atoll the
Saturn 1B rocket which will orbit the first Sky lab astronauts lea %
the assembly building at Cape Kennedy, Fla. Rocket is scheduled
for May liftoff. 1AP Wirephotoi

"The Mysteries of the Great
Pyramid of Cheops" will be the
"abject of the Continuing series
on the Occult on Wednesday. at
12:30 p.m. in the United Campus
Ministry.
Steve Jackson, MSU Senior
from Frnakfort, has been a
student of the gigantic and
fascinating structure which has
intrigued for centuries, a
spokesman said. This will be the
fifth presentation in this
Wednesday I.uncheon series on
the Occult or the unexplainable.
A week from Wednesday Rev.
Stephen R. Davenport, III, will
speak on "The Christian And
the Occult."
These Luncheons at the
United Campus Ministry are
open to the public. Cost is 75
cents for the meal and the
Program. For information or
reservations phone 753-3565.

Ford Notes 'Alarming Impact' Of
Nixon's Proposed Budget Cutbacks
creased taxes and that it rejects "an orderly transition of
federal responsibilities to stat.
and local levels of government."
In an addition to his speech
he outlined the Kentucky prospects. The governor said:
—The termination of the HillBurton hospital construction aid
program will cost Kentucky an
One accident was in- estimated $5.8 million next year
vestigated by the Murray City in needed health facilities
—The elimination of eligibilpolice Monday, at the inity of adults for dental services
tersection of 12th and Main.
Cars involved were driven by under medicaid will mean a
Tandy L. Bowden, of Mayfield, $243,000 loss in aid
—The omission of federal
and Leslie D. Todd, Route One,
support
for immunication
reports
according to police
Investigating officers said.theol against measles s,nd polio
cars were both headed Cast on means about 150,000 Kentueky
Main at the time of the accident, children will not receive such
and that the Todd vehicle was services next year. And the aborolling backwards at the time. lition of programs for aid for
Police reports said that the school libraries, textbooks, audriver of the Todd vehttle said diovisual aids and laboratory
the clutch failed, causing the remodeling will mean a _S2.9
vehicle to roll backwards and million loss.
—Abolition of a federal substrike the -Bowden colt
Damage to the Bowden car sidy to school districts for nonwas to the front end, and military employes with children
damage to the Todd vehicle W85 who live pn private property
to the rear end, according !r
(See Budget, Page Si
police.

budget does not indii ate project
priorities."
Ford charged the Nixon
budget is "hardware-oriented"
and lacks "compassion for the
People," that it will result in in-

Accident Occurs
At 12th And Main

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 49

Local Veterans
To Get $32,000
From Insurance

U.S. And North Vietnam Agree
iiternational Conference-

4

LasLer Seal
Campaign To
Ilegifitifirch 1

FRANKFORT, Ky. )AP) —
Gov. Wendell Ford gave the
first inkling today of what he
called the alarming impact on
Kentucky of President Nixon's
proposed budget cuts.
The most drastic reductions
appeared to be in the field of
education.
Ford spelled out some slashes
in a speech released at Frankfort and prepared for delivery
NAMES OMITTED
at Washington before the Senate
Three names were omitted
The Calloway County Fire- Government Operations
from the list of individuals and
groups making contributions Rescue Unit was called to the Committee's subcommittee on
for the Hurst Power Rescue home of Ned Galloway in Inter-governmental Relations.
Tool for Murray and Calloway Dexter at 7:05 a.m. today,
The National Governors' ConCounty in the story in the where a grease fire was ference is being held at WashLedger & Times on Monday. reported in the kitchen.
ington.
Those not. named . were, the. *The fire resulted from hot
'Although FOC& listed a numCounty cease on the kitchen range,
Callo.way
ber of programs he said would
said,
rescue
squad
and
reports
Murray
Homeamakers,
be affected under the Nixon
Jaycettes, and Magazine Club. spread to curtains. The fire was budget, he said there is no way
out when the firemen arrived,
according to rescue squad to determine the full impact
yet
reports.
Many changes require subExtensive smoke damage
stantive legislation which has
was reported to the home
Mostly cloudy and colder
Firemen responding to the not yet been submitted to the
tonight, low in the upPei. /0s. call were Lyle Pridemore, Ed Congress," he said. "Also, proWednesday decreasing cloudi- Jennings, Jerry McCoy, Joe Pat grams ... which are scheduled
ness and warmer, high in the Thweatt, Jimmy Kelly, Bud for a 6500 million cutback in
mid 40s. Thursday increasing Miller, Steve Kemp, and Ron fiscal 1974 cannot be adequately
analyzed because the proposed
cloudiness and a little warmer. Fletcher
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agreement provides for reconThe declaration was expected
vening the conference only if to be formally signett by the
Washington and Hanoi concur, weekend.
or if either of them has the
The remaining disagreements
backing of at least six other involved such questions as exconference members.
tending peacekeeping machinThe 12 governments repre- ery to Laos and Cambodia, givsented at the conference are ing an explicit Vietnam peace
split evenly into Communist function to U.N. Secretary-Genand non-Communist states. The eral Kurt. Waldheirn and arneed to assemble at least seven ranging reconstruction aid to
votes in favor of recalling the Vietnam on an international
conference thus would prevent basis.
such a --session taking place
Thew potato, all put forward
against the will of either side
by Western ministers, ran into
The Washington-Hanoi agree- stiff Communist opposition, the
ment was reached in private sources reported
discussions and warsubmitted
Soviet Fbreign Minister Anto a drafting conunittee.
drei A. Gromyko and the North
Vietnamese foreign minister,
Nguyen Duy Trinh, singled out
the West's nonrecognition of the
Viet Cong administration as
one of the major remaining obstacles to agreement.
The U.S. delegation spokesman, Robert J. McCloskey, told
newsmen the United States
Itif
"hopes and expects" the remaining differences will be
ironed out by the time the conference adjourns.
The approach to agreement
contrasted with developments
in Vietnam itself, where Hanoi
and the Viet Gong suspended
their release of American war
prisoners.
None of the for ‘ign ministers
attending these talks raised this
issue during the second plenary
Stan Kes
session.
However, the Communist and
non-Communist foreign ministers split over a U.N. role in
postwar Vietnam and over the
competence of the meeting to
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Stan Key Named As
County Chairman
Of Red Cross Drive

Stan Key, Trirmer basketball
player for. Calloway County
High School and the University
of Kentucky, has been named
County Chairman for the Red
Cross Drive, according to A.W.
Simmons, General Chairman of
the drive.
The drive will begin with a
kickoff breakfast on March 1.
Simmons said that he "is
pleased to have someone of
Key's ability and drive to chair
this important phase of the Red
Cross Fund Drive."
Key is employed by the Farm
Bureau Insurance Company.

See Conference, Page iii

insurance policies has been
unusually large.
Of the 1,550 veterans of the
two World Wars who reside in
Calloway County, according to
the latest count, only about 28
per cent will be getting checks,
the figures show. They are the
ones who held on to their
policies.
The payments to them will
average $143 if they are World
War I veterans and $73 if they
were in the second World War.
The actual amounts, in individual instances, may run
several time as large as this
and, in other cases, much
smaller. It all depends upon the
size of the policy held and on its
duration.
Some ex-servicemen, it is
noted; will be using their
dividends to purchase additional insurance, rather than
taking the cash.
As for those in the local area
who were involved in egna'
wars, no distribution will be
made to them because theywere not covered by polidas of
this type.
Throughout the State- of
Kentucky, a total----of- newly
$2,956,000 will be paid to some
40,079 veterans, according to
the VA.
The $32,000 earmarked for
Calloway County vets will be
payable on the anniversary
dates of their policies and will
be sent to them automatically,
without application.
Most of the money, it is expected, will find its way without
much delay into the cash
registers of local retail stores.

Antique Cameras,
Equipment To Be
Shown At Gallery
The Division of Photography
in the Art Department at
Murray State University is
seeking the loan of any antique
cameras or related equipment
for a week-long showing in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
March 29-April 5.
In charge of the exhibit,
which is being put together by
students in the photography
division-, is Dennis Jones, a
junior art major from Mafyield.
Included will be early-day
cameras, old lens, power flash
equipment and "wet plate"
cameras. Scone of the equipment expected to be displayed
will date back to MO, Jones
said.
old
possessing
Anyone
oameras, camera equipment,
or
photography
related
materials which they would be
willing to have included in the
exhibit are requested to contact
the office of Miss Clara M.
Eagle, at Murray State. The
telephone number is 7624764.

Hollis Miller Has
Sbrgery -Ort frotulay
Hollis Miller, minister of the
University Church of Christ,
underwent surgery at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn., on Monday.
He is expected to be
hospitalized for teas days to two ..• _WED IN BED—Diane Eustace.,12.And James R. Miller-Beals,
weeks.
23, were married ins hospital at Fredericksburg. Vs., by the Rev.
His address is Hollis Miller, M. Paul Curry. The bride was injured in an auto accident on her
Baptist Memorial Hospital, 1522 wedding day, but the ceremony was delayed less than six boors.
Madison East, Memphis, Tenn, (AP Wirephoto
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By RANDY SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
They came from all walks of
life and in all shapes and sizes.
Some said the reason was money. Some said it was just fun.
But for all, the aim was making music.
The event was the first Memphis song-writers workshop, a
series of weekly sessions being
conducted at Memphis State
University by those already
recognized in the business.
More than 100 would-be songwriters turned up for the first
session.
"I'm amazed at the turnout,"
said course moderator Joe Elmore, "We were expecting
maybe 40 or 50. We were going
to hold it in the music building
on central, but we had-to move
it to the psychology building

TUESDAY—FEBRUARY 27, 1173

Productivity—It's Gaining

Traffickers`Turn Mexico Into
Impoftit Illicit-Drug Source

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES MLR

Deaths reported are Mrs. Sammie Downs, age 81,
Murray Route Six, and Bruce A. McKendree, age
four days, and Michael B. McKendree,age two days,
twin sons of Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. McKendree.
Dr. Ralph Woods, president of Murray State
College, spoke on "Between Yesterday and
Tomorrow" at the meeting of the Murray Lions
Club.
Mrs. Max Hurt and Mrs. J. V Stark were
speakers at the Founders Day program held by the
Kirksey PTA.
Miss Betty Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N.B.
Jones, was married to Joe Lawrence, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan Lawrence of Fort Myers, Fla., on
February 7 at Goshen Methodist Church.

20 Years Ago Today
rimi
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
congressrnen say that narcotics
traffickers, aided by widespread official corruption at all
but the highest levels, have
turned Mexico into one of the
most important sources of illicit drugs entering the United
States.
They quoted U.S. narcotics
enforcement agents as describing Mexico as "a major producer, transshipment point and
marketplace of drugs entering
the United States. In relation to
our drug problem, it is probably second only to Praire •in
significance."
Rep. Robert H. Steele, R.
Coon., said that before Mexico's emergence as the key transit country for overseas heroin
entering the United States, Argentina had been the center for
Latin American narcotics
smugglers. In recent years, he
said, Argentine police have effectively cracked down on the
French-Corsican rings that had
operated out of Buenos Aires.
Steele and Rep. Morgan F.
Murphy, Da., said in an interview that Mexican President
Luis Echeverria Alvarez and
Pedro Ojeda Paullada, his at-

e.

Aible Thought for Today
For whatsoever things were written aforetime
were written for our learning, that we through

t. patience and comfort of the scriptures might have
hope.—Romans 15:4.
The best part of education is the ability to read.
,
-

Isn't It The Truthl
by Carl Riblet Jr.
s A phenomena of the times is the conviction of so
S many youths that all of th fools in the worici are
t kind of aging—past 30. And who can say they are
?•••

• ON4W1111
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The' conversation of the old *nd young
generally ends with contempt or pity
on either side."
—Samuel Johnson

torney general, are "sincerely
concerned, sincerely interested
in providing cooperation" in
halting drug trafficking through
their country.
But after that level of commitment to sten-inning the narcotics trade, "there's a hell of
a big drop," Steele said.
The congressmen said U.S.
agents in Latin-America told
them that "in a practical sense,
corruption in Mexico is so imbedded that any solution to the
narcotics problem would be difficult."
Still, Steele said, the Mexican
attorney general conferred with
U.S. officials last Thursday.
then three days ago moved police and Army troops into the
state of Sonora near San Luis,
arrested 15 persona and confiscated 9.5 tons of marijuana
and one kilogram 2.2 pounds I
of heroin.
Murphy and Steele visited
five Latin American countries
early this year to study U.S
drug-control assistance for the
House Foreign Affairs Committee.
They said U.S. agents told
them that so-called brown heroin, produced from Mexican
opium, has begun to appear in
U.S. East Coast cities where
US. efforts in the Middle East

Veterinarian Takes
Work To His Home

Mrs. Will Ely of Benton, mother of Mrs. Waylon
MIAMI (AP) — Dr. Ronald
Rayburn of Murray. died February 25 at the Murray Sampeell always take his work
home with him. So the veterHospital.
inarian at Crandon Park Zoo
is
Chapter
the
Kirksey FFA
A special feature on
shares his house with jaguars,
. published today. This also includes a, story by baboons, leopards, lions,
Eugene Robertson on his beef project...,
hyenas and other animals.
—They're such a joy to have
• Hardy Keys Outland, James Lynn Smotherman,
• Pat Smith, Harold Linard Hill, and James Paul 'around. You get attached to
$ Bogard were inducted into the. U. S. Army on them," Dr. Sampsell said Sunday
f. February 19.19.
His role as a vet includes be•
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Magness observed their coming a substitute parent for
newborn animals whose moth.65th wedding anniversary on Febraury 22.

•

auditorium. We needed more
room. . ."
Jim Eikner, Linda Edwards
and Jerry Williams of Transmaximus Studios were the panel for the first session. Speakers for later sessions are to include SteVe Cropper, co-author
of "Dock of The Bay" and guitarist, writer and producer for
Booker T and the MGS, artist
Al Green; songwriter Mark
James; and writer and arranger Willie Mitchell.
"Just for the fun cit it," was
the reason Mrs. Mimmye
Goode enrolled in the class.
She's a teacher in elementary
school.
Mrs. Goode, who majored in
'music in college, said she
frequently helps songwriters
with rough drafts of their work.
"I figured I'd pick up a lot of

Reluctant Husband
Legalizes Divorce

By DONALD M. ROMBERG
amselided Prase Wetter

ers have died or for those
picked on by other animals, he
said.
When this happens, he takes
the young creatures to his
house, a short distance from
the zoo
It is not unusual to see a jaguar pacing the living room,
bearcats swinging from almost
anything by their tails or stealing bananas off the kitchen
counter or a baby kangaroo
swinging from a clothespin bag
on a doorknob.
And he said his wife long ago
learned not to begin an evening's conversation with "How
did things go at the office today" but rather with "What
are we feeding tonight, dear?"
He said she had learned to
cope with the various idiosyncracies of the animals: Aardvarks scratch the corners; lions
tend to dm* the hinitture.
Hyenas are real packrats,
Dr. Sampsell said. "You have
to watch them every minute.
They'll steal trousers off

chairs, and we even found rine
had taken throw rugs and hidden them with things under the
The veterinarian said most of
the animals are returned to the
zoo in a few weeks.
"You have to be careful not
to keep them too long for their
own sake," he said. "They become too dependent on you, too
people-oriented and won't be
able to relate to other animals."
"You not only have to wean
them from the bottle, but you
have to wean them from the
mother image, no matter what
that image might be," tie
added. "For, as soon as you
take them, you're stamped with
the mother image, as far as
they are concerned. They arc
completely dependent on you."
Sampsell said his children--Gina, 12; Cheryl, 8; and Terri,
7—gave more attention to the
animals than a lot of adults
-•would.
"When one si—Bie animals is
sick, they take their pillow
right down on the floor and
watch over him. They give
them more affection, more
time, more mothering," he
said.
Sampsell said his boarders
have included a hyena, a tiger,
five jaguars, a baboon, two
kangaroos, a goat, Ittfr ntrivarks, a couple of spotted leopards, assorted Asian bearrats,
a monkey-faced owl and a hog.
like peccary.
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Many Attend Workshop For
Songwriters At Memphis U.

The Outstanding Clic 'Assiet of a Community
tithe inteur dual its NeursioaPur

d-tie Price
-loon GraysiiiWhen Chairman C. Jac
Commission spoke to the Future Memphis, Inc..
meeting in Memphis last week, he urged increased
productivity as the best way to halt inflation. "If we
don't get productivity up in this nation," he said.
"then we are going to have trouble fighting inflation."
He's right, of course. Increased productivity is
what makes the things we produce less costly for
both consumers here at home and abroad. Thus if
productivity ritses-sufficently, everyone can buy the
things he needs without demainding much higher
wages and the nation gains by improving its balance
of payments abroad.
Fortunately, we have good news in this department. The Labor Department last week issued its
regular report on productivity and costs and it includes an annual review. It says "For the second
successive year, private sector productivity increased at a faster pace than the long-term growth
rate of three per cent over the last two decades ••
The output per man-hour in the nation last year
showed "the best gain since 1966."
One of the most encouraging things about this gain
in productivity recently has been the fact that unit
labor costs have been increasing at a much slower
rate than they had been in the past. Last year, the
increase in unit labor costs was only 1.9 per cent,
compared with 3.4, per cent in 1971. and 4.9 per cent
'annually iT1 the period 1965-70.
It is worth nothing that these gains came about
:during the period when wage-price controls were in
:effect. The Nixon administration program thus has
'made a substantial contribution to progress in this
area. Whether that progress is sustained win depend
almost entirely on how well those guidelines are held
now that we are in Phase 1.—Memphis (Tenn.)
Commercial Appeal
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shortage of Turkish

heroin
Previously, they said Mexican heroin had been found only
in the Midwest and West Coast.
The two congressmen also
said they were told that Mexico
is a major transit point for cocaine, most of which is produced in Peru. Ecuador and
Bolivia.
Murphy and Steele quoted
S enforcement officials as
giving the following picture of
official corruption in Mexico:
"In general terms, corruption
In the Mexican Federal Judicial
Police can exist in any situ&BEM Where the opportunity
arises. The salaries paid to
these men breed corruption...
"Every federal agent of any
caliber knows that through his
active participation in narcotics
Investigations, he will find substantial sums of money ..

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
(AP) — "It's final, but I still
love her," said Howard Thomas
after he divorced his wife of 32
years so ithe critically ill worni
an could get welfare benefits to
pay her mounting medical bills.
His 45-year-old wife, Ruth,
lay in a nursing home unaware
of the 10-minute divorce hearing Tuesday dissolving a marriage which had given the
couple six children.
She is in the advanced stages
of incurable multiple sclerosis.
"I was 'book, and the judge
was shook. wif said Thomas,
a 49-year-old steelworker. "He
knew it was something that had
to be done.... Just like me, he
wished he didn't have to do it."
After Circuit Court Judge C.
Richard Le_avengood granted
the decree, 'Thomas applied in
his wife's behalf for the state
welfare assistance needed to insure continued medical treatment.
Jack Youngblood of the Florida Division of Family Services
said Tuesday night the application would be processed with
"due halite." The divison administers the state-supported
medicaid program.
Lea vengood gave Thomas
custody of his two youngest
children, ages 5 and 11. The
others are adults.
"We're behind our father 100

per cent," said daughter
Brenda Pivinski. "If my mother were aware of the situation,
I know she would understand."
Last November, state officials said they had made a mistake in granting Thomas medicaid benefits to help pay for his
wife's costs at a nursing
home—he earned ;79 more than
the maximum to qualify.
The $117 monthly payment he
had been receiving for 17
months was halted, but the &SOO
monthly nursing home cost continued.
It was then that Thomas said
he decided to sue for divorce,
explaining then, "I'm at end
end of my rope.:.."

University Collecting
Issues Of Comic Books
By PENNIE SUE THURMAN.
Associated Press Writer
EVANSTON, Ill. ( AP) —
Tune was when a kid had to
sneak out of house and hide behind the magazine racks in the
corner drugstore to read about
Thor, Korak, Green Latern and
Sgt. Fury.
Now the same comic books
they had to read so covertly
are showing up in the most hallowed university halls.
At Northwestern University,
thousands of comic books are
being catalogued in a gabled
and vaulted section of Deering
Library devoted to special collections.
Unlike many colleges, however, which collect comic books
for use in pop culture course,
Northwestern's collection, dedicated Feb. 7, is being preserved for scholars who will
study the last half of the 20th
century much as contemporary
researchers now investigate the
19th century.
"We live in a throwaway culture," says W. Russell Maylone, curator of special collections. "If special efforts are not
made to set this material aside,
it will disappear."
Maylone says historians have
just recently started looking at
history's intellectual and social
aspects as worthy of scholarship.
"Do you have any idea how
many people first confront moral ideas in the pages of a comic
book?" Maylone asks, digging
a copy of "The Incredible
Hulk" from the clutter on his
desk.
Juan Cole, a religion major
whose contribution in AU 1972
lave4he collection 1- seof 1,100 organized and catalogued
comics, says he first learned
the words "symbiosis," "conflagration," "invulnerable" and

"sycophant" as he followed his
superheroes' adventures.
Maylone says the Northwestern collection, now 3,600 issues, is unusually complete because the contributors have
been true collectors.
"For the 110 titles we have so
far, we have between 90 to 95
per cent of all the issues from
1962 to the present," Maylone
says, "and they're all in mint
condition."
Arlene Hoffman, a clerk in
the Chicago Public Library system, learned of what Northwestern was doing and offered
1,000 comics. As he looked over
her collection, Maylone found a
price tag showing she recently
paid $9 for the first issue of "XMen" published in 1963.
Maylone says his critics view
the collection as trash which
has no place among the. person
al papers of T. S. Eliot, John
Maynard Keynes and Franz
Liszt.
"Back in 1920 the contents of
our Irish independence and
rebellion collection, which covers 1916 through 1924, would
have been considered trash,"
he says. "Now it provides a
valuable insight into the revolutionary thinking of the time
through broadsides, pamphlets
and leaflets."
. In addition to the standard
-comics sold at the newsstands,
the Northwestern collection
contains "underground" cotnics—"Jesus Meets the Armed
Services," "Clean-Wholesome
Tales of Sex and Death" and
"Tales from the Behavioral
Maylone says adding to the
underground books will be
much more difficult because,
like underground newspapers,
they are published erratically
and have only limited circulation.
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Information about copywriting
and such that people I work for
ask me about," she said.
Other students included a
woman model and dance instructor who said she has been
writing songs for 10 years and
hopes the course will help her
make a successful breakthrough.
There is a Memphis State
student majoring in music who
said he is taking the course to
get a feeling of the practical
world rather than the academic. There are a few professional
songwriters just trying to keep
sharp, and one salesman who
said he just likes being around
music people.
Mrs. Ann Cummings,a secretary, said she'd just like to
know how to put lyrics together.
lawyer,
Robert Drewery,
said he's got a dou. e Interest,
since he represei i a wellknown singer.
But. Drewery says be co,n see
something in the course beyond
his client's work.
"Did you hear them talking
about all those pennies you can
make every time one of your
songs in played?" he said.
"Yeah, I'm interested in writing. I'm counting my money al-
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"Music leaders haven't realb
had sufficient time or the right
opportunity to offer guidance to
potential writers," commented
Elmore.
The current workshop sessions end in mid-March, and
Elmore said there will be experimentation "to determine
how we can best work together
in future workshops."
He added that the school,
working with Memphis Music

Inc.. a local foundaticekbopes
to explore other areas of the
music business in future work-
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According to Boyle

Fat Lady Is Less Likely
To Divorce Her Husband
By HAL BOYLE .
Most secretaries don't want
NEW YORK (A?) — Jumpto be married to their bones —
ing to-conclusions':
except on paydays.
A fat lady is-lees likely than
Remember how long the
a skinny lady to divorce her
school year seemed when you
husband. It takes less energy
were a kid' Today it seems
for her to forgive a husband
like your own kids are on vacathan to dress up and take him
tion for one reason or another
to cpurt
about 11 months out of the
If you want to see how long
year. Teachers must be playing
your college education stuck
from their schoolrooms
with you, pick up a high school hooky
now more often than the kids.
alebgra book sometime and see
One of the laws of economics
how little of it you can now unseems to be this: When a fellow
derstand.
does finally get a merit raise in
Guys who tred the Primrose
the nation is hit by a
Path never stop to admire the salary,
big wave of inflation before he
flowers.
it
Why is it February seems 27 can get to the bank.
The surest way to get the
days longer than it ought to be?
old love letis
In a popularity rating of the blues to read an
a
on
ter
day.
rainy
year's months, it would come
Lawyers are the most fruslimping in last on most people's
professional people.
lists. What month would be trating of
quite sure of
never
are
They
first? On mine—October.
what you ought to do, but they
Whatever happened to hatauthorcheck girls' I haven't heard of are the world's greatest
not do.
ities
should
what
on
you
one in years who became an
explosion
population
The
overnight celebrity by eloping
everywith a multimillionaire. Actual- would stop right now if
somethat
dead
dropped
body
ly most hatcheck girls are
to.
him
wants
one
more likely to marry a musiOverheard on the bus: "My
cian — and ususally it's the one
rich
old uncle was down bad
in the band who finds it hardest
flu last week, and just
the
with
to hold his liquor.
best,
The quickest way to make when I was hoping for the
for the
turn
took
he
sudden
a
people stop envying you is to
worse. He got well."
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The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet Wednesday. February 28, at
Gleason Hall, North 12th Street
at seven p.m. All bridge players
in the area are invited.
Winners for February 14th
were Dr. and Mrs. Max Carman, first place, Mr. and Mrs.,
Wallace Swan, second place,
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Ryan, third
place, and Dr. Carroll Harrison
and Mrs. Polly Zanetta, fourth
place?
Winners for February 21st
were Mr. and Mrs. David
Malec, Paducah, first place,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Swann,
second place, and Mrs. Albert
Tracy and Mrs. Beck Wilson,
Dr and Mrs. Max Carman,
tying for third place.
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Confusion over
religious custom
By Abigail Van Burson
DEAR ABBY Some of rn) best friends are Jews, but I
can't figure out something.
Once I went to a Jewish funeral service and I wore no
hat II don't even own owe.) Alter I entered, a little man
ran after me and offered me a little skull cap, indicating
that I should wear it. Of course I put it on I looked around
and noticed that all the other men were wearing one
On another occasion I attended a Jewish wedding which
took place in another temple and this time notxxi) wore
anything on their heads.
Are Jews supposed to wear something on their heads
for funerals, but not for weddings' How about for regular
Sabbath services? What's the rule? Please set me straight
(1711101'S

gs, a secreist like to
ries togethlawyer,
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; a well-

Members of the Westside
Homemakers Club met at MarLan Ceramics for a special
lesson for the February
meeting. Each one of the
members made a ceramic piece
under the direction of Mrs.
Richard Armstrong.
Mrs. Jewel McCallon also
on
lesson
a
presented
"Decorative Trim."
The president, Mrs Harold
Fones, presided, and the
secretary, Mrs. Jerry Don
Butler, read the minutes. Mrs.
James Miller read the scripture.
Also present were Mrs. Ralph
Darnell, Mrs. Charles Coleman,
and Mrs. Elvin Crouse.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Charles
Coleman on Tuesday, March 13,
at 12:30 p.m
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Miss Virginia Rose Schroader
Mr and Mrs. Samson Schroeder of Dexter Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Virginia Rose, to Raymond W Bonn, son of Mr and Mrs_ Frank
Bonn of Napa, California.
The bride-elect is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is now residing in Fairfield. California, and is employed at Travis Air Force Base there.
Mr. Bonn is employed at Lucky Stores, Inc , at Fairfield and is
in the Air Force Reserve.
A fall wedding is planned

Acteens Hold Eo Bo Co In Observance Of
Focus Week Of WMU At Elm Grove Church

Each girl brought a farm tool,
Acteens at Elm Grove Baptist
Church held an F.o Bo Co or something pertaining to
Wednesday night, February 15, cultivation, and a guest They
during Focus Week of VAILL.—itsseo all dressed as farmers.
The title means "each one, and a display of farm tools
bring one and cultivate one", decorated the banquet hall.
and the theme of the party was
Centered in the display was
"Cultivation"
central
the
Bible
the
cultivation tool for spreading
the gospel, and two candles,
lighted by president Brenda
Outland, signifying the light the
gospel spreads to the lost.
The-president led the girls in
the call to worship, and prayer
chairman, Diane McCuiston,
,read Acts 17; 22-34 from the
prayer calendar.
arnes of
missionaries were printed on
A pleasant way to
tiny hearts cut of paper, and
help docrecs• your
presented to each girl, who in
desire t• eel
turn offered prayer for the
names read Song leader,
Sandra Simmons led the group
in the Acteen song.
A farm-type meal of dried
beans, corn bread, baked beans,
I; DRUGS
WALLIS
and ham and potatoes was
MIMIM111111•1111111•11a
prepared by the leaders and the
MURRAY nowt Pl. 3-izn KENTUCKY
girls made ice cream with a
hand-crank freezer
RA's of the church were invited to share the ice cream and
cake.
Present were the following
members and their guests:
Sandra Simmons, Willette
Richardson. Bonnie Smith,
Brenda Outland, Diane McCuistion, Cindy Knight, Donna
Smith, Sandra Stom, Martha
Outland, Tammy Outland,
Sharon Buchanan, Melinda
Fulkerson. Becky Blackford,
9
7s
"
Cindy Ross, Jody McCuiston,
Patty Sanders, Michelle and
Christi Conaway, Pam Harrell,
Cindy Smith, Sheilia Downs,
aTiar
Morris, and Kathy
Sherry
'Also present were Mrs.
Kelly.
OY'rt
Charles Henry. Mrs.Henry
Ara • •IS"f
se
Richardson, and Glenda Kelly.
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Awards Presented
To Two Members By
Sorority Chapter

Schroader-Bonn Engagement

Duplicate Bridge
Club Plans Meet
•

e

DEAN CUR104's: Covering the head is an old Jewish
eastern. During the course of Jewish hasters. especiallv is
Westera Europe, and now in North merica. mans Jews
have felt that this custom is so longer required; therefore.
differing patterns of ritual apply
Among Orthodox [the most religious1 Jews, the skull
cap lor -yarinelke-1 is worm not onls for prier but (or all
the daily activities. Casservative Jews observe this custom
*sly during prayer.
However, within the Reformed movement, various
practices are observed, depending upon the particular custom of the (-aggregation.
DEAR ABBY: I am an executi‘e in my early 50s My
we died three years ago and ours was a beautiful marriage. I am not looking for another wife, but I do enjiy
female companionship occasionally
A friend has a secretary. who caught my eye She is 26
and a really beautiful girl who dresses in wonderful taste I
asked her for a date, and took her to one of the finest
places for dinner She was dressed like a queen and I was
proud to be seen with her. I offered her a cocktail and she
have a beer "
said,
When I realized she wasn't joking, I ordered her a
beer, which she guzzled in nothing flat. When it came time
for dinner she asked me to -order far her, so I ordered a
broiled lobster When it was served she asked me how to
eat -the thing " [She had never seen one eaten before.]
She made an awful mess of it, and threw the shells all over
the table
During the evening, some terribly vulgar languale
came out of that beautiful mouth I was shocked The
reason I'm writing a to tell you this was the third such
disappointment I've had in a month'
What's the matter with the young women of today,
Abby? Are they typical' Sign me.
NOT THAT LONESOME IN N Y
DEAR NOT: No But you might have better luck with
ladies nearer your own age.
.DEAR ABBY Lea pur, When my asw-was three-fairscold and attending preschool, he came home with his little
face all black and be, I asked him what happened and he
told me the teacher ad it
I called the teatlhar and she flatly denied it She said he
had fallen and hit his face on a chair
Now my son Is in the same class this year, and I have
Just been told by an eyewitness that my son was telling me
the truth That teacher dui hit him in the face and caused
those txuses' And it seems that mine isn't the only child
this teacher has left marks on
Abby, what would you do lilt were your child'
CONCERNED PARENT
DEAR CONCERNED. I would enlist the support of the
eyewitness and beteg the matter to the atteetioa of the
teacher's superior.
Profited,* Yogi fed better If you get it off your chest.
For a personal reply, write in ARBY Box No. end. L. A..
Calif seed Endow damped, self-addressed envelope.
please.

Humphrey Home Is
Scene Of Meet Of
Ruth Wilson Circle
Mrs. Maurice Humphrey was
hostess for the February
meeting of the Ruth Wilson
Circle of the United Methodist
Women of the First Church held
at her home on the Hazel Road.
Mrs. W. P. Russell was
cohostess
A devotion on the 23rd Psalms
was given by Mrs James G.
Owen who took her tnaterial
from the inspirational booklet,
"The Lord Is My Shepherd."
Mrs. J. B. Wilson presented
an inspiring program on the
subject, ''Prayer."
A short business session was
held during which prayer
partners were drawn for the
year, A new member, Mrs. 0.
R. Jeffrey, was added to the
roll.
.
The list of books on
being kept by Mrs. Fred Schultz
was passed and signed by the
members. Mrs. Schultz announced that sixty-eight books
were read by members last
year. Members were asked to
read a book each month from

/het

TICAI ANO

Refreshments were served tti
the thirteen members present
by Mrs. Humphrey and Mrs

•
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Mrs. Jeanie Lamb, president of the Omicron Alpha Chapter of
Tau Phi Lambda Woodmen of the World Sorority, presented Mrs.
Martha Andrus, center, and Miss Cynthia Hart with awards of
"Ideal Sorority Sister."

Friday, March 2
Golden Age Club will have a
The Kirke', School PTA will potluck luncheon at the social
meet at the school at 730 p.m. hall of the First United
with Marvin Harris, Calloway Methodist Church at 12 noon. In
County Court Clerk, as speaker charge of arrangements are
Norman Klapp, Paul Kingins,
Mr. and Mrs W 0 Vaughn,
Wednesday, February 26
The Toastmasters Club will Mrs. Clarence Horton, Mrs
meet at the Triangle Inn at 6:45 !Atte Outland, and Mrs. Ruby
Harrell.
Tuesday, February 27 -

Homemakers
Calloway
Chorus will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at ten a.m.
Thursday. March 1
The Murray Jaycettes will
meet at the home of Mrs Diana
Younger-man at 7:30 p.m.
The United Methodist Women
of the Bethel and Brooks Chapel
Churches will meet at Bethel
Church at seven p m.
,
Women of the Murray Moose
Lodge will meet at eight pm at
the lodge

The Omicron Alpha Chapter
of Tau Phi Lambda Woodmen of
the World Sorority honored two
young women with the award of
"Ideal Sorority Sister," Mrs.
Martha Andrus and Miss
Cynthis Hart, at a recent
meeting held at the Woodmen
building.
Mrs. Jeanie Lamb made the
presentation on behalf of the
chapter
her
Mrs. Andrus and
husband, Steve Andrus, with
their new baby boy, Scott
Austin, reside at 1312 Poplar
Street, Murray. She is on leave
from her secretarial position in
the sociology department at
Murray State University and is
vice-president of the sorority
chapter
Miss Hart, a resident of Coach
Estates and secretary for the
sorority chapter, is employfid in
the medicare department at the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic.

Both are very active sorority
members and participate in
many community activities.
At the rush party held
recently by the chapter, they
entertained for Barbara Barnett, Joyce Fox, Sharon Snow,
Sherry Ross, and Claudia
Carson. Several games were
palyed with the guests to get
acquainted with the sorority
Sunday, March 4
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben E. members.
Rowland, will be honored with
Refrestunents were served by
an open house in celebration of
Miss Cynthia Hart, Mrs. Jo
their golden wedding anWilson, and Mrs. Glenda Smith.
niversary at the home of a son,
Mrs. Loretta Jobs answered
Clyde Rowland, U.S. Highway
questions concerning the
641 North,from two to five p m.
sorority asked by the guests.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Patsy Woodall, Betty Hutson,
and Jean Riches-son
Try cornbread

Baptist Women of Kirksey
Baptist Church are scheduled to
meet at 6:30 p.m at the church

The Garden Department of
the Murray. Woman's Club will
have an open meeting at 1.30
-p.m at the club house Hosteees
will be Mesdames Kenton
Miller, Harold Douglas, J B
Wilson. Edgar Morris, Lenvel
Yates, and Miss Maude Nance
The Methodist Men and
United Methodist Women of the
Bethel Church will meet at the
church at seven p.m. Ben Haley
will be speaker for the Men
Friday, March
Church Women United will
have a program in observance
of World Day of Prayer at ten
a.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church. All interested persons
are invited to attend
"A Day of Recollection" will
be held at St. Leo's Catholic
Church starting with a coffee at
9:30 a.m followed by conferences, lunch, and programs

For extra mileage from a
pan of cornbread split awnbread squares in half lengthwise Toad until golden and
4:sunchy Top with chili,
sloppy sw mixture, creamed
tuna or a favorite topping of
.
your own for a quick
economical too'

and Be Shopping
Campus Casual
We've got lots and lots to choose fromlf you
haven't been here for a few days, you should-come back and brouse around.
See our beautiful Butte Knits in dresses and
pant suits
We have anything for any occasion
Long Wear
Culottes
Shorts .
Cotton Coffee Breakers

°P portswear
Mix aLAA
nd sM4
atcth

CAMPUS CASUAL
Plenty of FREE Parking

— OPEN 8-5 —

REOPENING!!

Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant
SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
FISH DINNERS
Open 7 Days a Week
Mon - Sat 4:00 P. M. - 9:00 P. M. —
Sono"11:30 A. IA. —S:30 P. it

Hwy. 68 & 80
_ at Aurora-
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Kentucky Moves In On Tennessee Billie Jean
Junior Division Begins In Park
Church League Basketball Action With 111-95 Victory Over 'Bama Takes Title
In Singles
game as
Junior Division
The Junior division of the
Church League began action
Saturday morning at 8 a.m.
with one of the best played
games yet . Sinking Spring
Baptist defeated Elm Grove
Baptist by a score of 35 to 31.
Elm Grove held the upper
hand during the first half,
leading by two 15 to 13, but
during the last half were subject
to cold shooting.
Elm Grove was able to stay
striking
within
distance
throughout the last half but
failed to tie the game in the final
seconds of the game.
Gary Emerson carried the
losers through their cold second
half as his outside shooting kept
them in the game. Kent
Harrison and Donnie Howard
provided the scoring for Sinking
Spring with 12-point performances.
Keith Crick finished with 10
points for the winners but it was
his final basket that provided
the difference in the late
seconds of the game Emerson
took scoring honors with 14
points for the losers
' Sinking Spring Baptist i35 Harrison 12, Keith Crick 10,
Howard 12, Paschall 1, Starks
Elm Grove Baptist (31iWicker 6, Duncan 2, Outland 2,
Emerson 14, Todd 7.
The Frist Baptist team
compiled the largest. point
production of any of the teams
so far as they defeated First

PresbyterianIfit score of 59 to
19.
John Denham and Greg
Cohoon joined together to pour
in 44 points as the First Baptist
team dominated the game from
the outset. Don Thompson
provided the scoring attack for
First Presbyterian with 11
points.
First Baptist (581--Deriham
20, Cohoon 24, M. Denham 4,
West 3, Rogers 2, McDowell 4,
Thurman 2, Bailey.
First ItTaalyterian
Furchess 8, Kurz 2, Thompson
11, Moffet, Kodman, C. Furches.
Coldwater
Methodist
remained a strong contender
for their division as they
defeated First Methodist by a
score of 53 to 32.
Jumping out to an early lead,
Coldwater
never
was
challenged as they attained
their second win of the season.
Coldwater received double
figure performances from three
players, Kelley Rogers led the
group with 18 points. First
Methodist got 12 performances
from Mark Erwin and Greg
Schanbacher.
Coldwater Methodist (531Hargrove 10, Rogers 18, C
Rogers 9, Wilson 2, Lamb 14,
Smith.
First Methodist 132t-Erwin
12, Guthrie, Smock 6, Honchul,
Scharibacker 12, Abbott, Pretty,
Brown 2

FREE!!
1 Pack- of Wk.

Pepsi Cola
With Oil Change & Lube

North Point
Standard
121 Bypass

Mayfield Road

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-0345

One
full car
payment

An EXTRAUTONARY Loan
The extraordinary thing about it is one full
payment less-our low-cost financing almost
always saves you that much. And we arrange the most convenient terms for you.
too. If you'd like to save money on a car
loan, strike a match with the extraordinary
bank ... and strike off One full car payment'

It's extraordinary what we can
do for you, if you let us.

The
EXtratirditirtry
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Brewers Methodist continued
its winning streak
as they
outlasted Locust Grove by a
score of 33 to 21.
Locust Grove was held to five
points the first half and by the
time they established a scoring
attack Brewers had built a
substantial lead.

Mark Ivey led the winners
with 21 points as he displayed
smooth ballhandling and good
shooting from outside. Rickey
Smith led the losers- with-1.
points.
Brewers Methedist (33)Conner 4, Olson, Adlich 2, Ivey
21, Jones 6, Story, Faugh.
Locust Grove Baptist I 21 Miles 2, M.Smith 2, R. Smith 10,
McClard 2, D. Jones, T. Jones 5.
The First Christian Church
remained undefeated as they
defeated Bethel Baptist by a
score of 57 to 12.
Providing the scoring for the
winners were Bret and Allen
Warner with 21 and 18 points
respectfully.
I 571Christian
First
Underwood 2, B. Warner 21, A.
Werner 18, Cartwright 2, Wells
6, Rallens 8.
Bethel Baptist (121-Eldridge
7, Wilson 4, R. Pruitt 1, D.
Pruitt, Herndon, J. Eldridg,,
Bynum.
SENIOR MISR*
In the first game of the senior
division Friday afternoon First
Presbyterian
defeated
Memorial Baptist by a score of
33 to 18. Lindy Suitor turned in
another sterling performance
as he led First Presbyterian
with 26 points.
Suitor tallied 16 points in the
first half to carry his team to a
9 hall time lead.
Thompson provided the scoring
for Memorial with 9 points.-First Presbyterian 133).-IDyer 4, Grogan 3, Suitor 26,
Guy, Kline. Kodman, Furchess,
Kurz.
Memorial Baptist 118 t-K.
Grogan
1. R. Grogan 8,
Meadows, Cottre, Thompson 9,
2athey
Frank Gilliam and Kevin
Scheyhan provided the scoring
as First Methodist defeated
Sinking Spring by a score of 38
to 19, Gilliam and Scheyhan
managed all the scoring except
two points for the winners.
The first half was very close
withitrst Methodistholding the
upper hand 14 to 11. During the
second half the winners outscored their opponents 24 to 8
while obtaining their initial
victory of the season.
Terry Vance led Sinking
Springs with 10 points,
First Methodist (38)-J.
Ransom 2, Cooper, - Spencer,
Thomas, Gilliam 20, Scheyhan
16.
Sinking Springs 19)-Vance
10, Sills, Starks, Cooper, Orr,
Turner 6, lidward 3.
Saturday Afternoon the First
Baptist I outscored the smaller
St. John's Episcopal team by a
score of 51 to 20.
Using their superior height
Baptist
advantage
First
dominated the game from the
start.
Three First Baptist men
finished in double figures, led
by Doug Spencer and ismpkins, each with 14 points while
Jay Pitman was close behind
with 13.
David Stripling was the
leading scorer for St. Johns as
he finished with 10 points.
First Baptist I (51)-Pitman
13, Spencer 14, 1,ampkins 14,
Giles 6, Trevathan 4, T. Giles.
St. Johns (20i-Smith,
Stripling 10, R. Whitmer 6, B.
Harcourt 2, E. Harcourt 2.
Methodist
Coldwater
remained Undefeated 28 theybeat Poplar Springs by a score
of 45 to 28.
Poplar Springs had a cold
first half and failed to mount an
attack until Coldwater had built
a commanding lead.
Coldwater was led by Beane
with 18 points while McDaniels
added 12 for the losers.
Coldwater (45)-Geib 6,
Hargrove 7, Lamb 6, Smith,
Rogers 8, Beane 18.
Springs
Poplar
(28)-Chadwick 10, Walker 4, McDaniels 12, Fogel, Peeler 2,
Christian, Jackson, Belby.
.---Locust Grove. defeated First
Methodist-II by a score-of 52 ti
29. Raymound Sims gave a oneman show as he led 911 scorers
with 21 points for the losers.
who !,:as•
-SP.Vslisat- player on the flOik, displayeaball
smooth
handling, driving
Inside, and was uncanny with
his outside shooting.
Andrey Perry was close
Sims for scoring
behind

honors as he contributed 19
points for the winners.
Locust Grove (52)-Jones 4,
Moody
Miller 3, Hooks 11,
10, Brayboy, Bailey, Perry 19.

I.EXINGTON,Ky.( AP(-Kentucky moved within one game
of Southeastern Conference
leading Tennessee Monday
night with a 111-95 basketball
romp over Alabama.
First Methodist II (29)Kevin Grevey fired in 29
Oakley 8, Alexander, Pebles,
points to lead Kentucky and
Ransom, Sims 21, Ryan.
five other Wildcats were in
In the final game of the
double figures.
evening, Elm Grove remained
-fhe players had a great atunbeaten in their second outing
titude, they were mentally preas they defeated First Baptist II
pared, they hostled, and they
by a score of 37 to 31.
played defense," exultant UK
----At the close of first half KIM
Head Oath Joe Hail said after
Grove managed to build a three
it was over.
point lead 20 to 17. During the
Defeated 'Barna Coach C.M.
third quarter Elm Grove
Newton had to agree "They
managed to score 15 points
played great basketball. It's
while First Baptist accounted
hard to single anyone out
only 6.
Wendell Hudson poured in a
During the final quarter, the
game-high 31 points to lead
table was turned as Elm Grove
Alabama, While Leon Douglas
was held to 2 points but First
added 20 and Ray Odums conBaptist could not mount a
tributedl
scoring attack to overtake the
The effort wasn't enough to
lead.
faze Kentucky's balanced atRick Richardson led the tack,
though.
winners with 22 points while
Steve Lochmuller, subbing
Randy Brandon added 11.
for ailing Jim Andrews much‘of
David Lyons was the scoring
the game, finishing with 18 for
leader for First Baptist with 10
Kentucky, while Jimmy Dan
points.
Connor and Mike Flynn had 16
Elm Grove Baptist (37)-T.
each and Andrews added 14.
Harrel, A. Harrel 2, Storey 2,
UK took a 72-2 lead with
Brandon 11, Richardson 22, 13:30
left in the first half, and
Wicker, Richardson.
Alabama never got closer than
Friel Baptist Olt-Thurman 14 points.
5, Mansfield 4, Cherry 2, Vinson
Kentucky hit 55.8 per cent of
8, Mathis, Adams, Shelton,
its field-goal attempts as it
Lyons 10 Hussing 2.
coasted to the victory.

"Right now, we're the
toughest team in the conference," Grevey said. "Most
teams peak at mid-season. But
we just started to jell at midseason, and we're at our peak
right now."
The crowd commenced a continuous roar at the end of the

word sPread"[SU beattheTeruiese;
LSU
beat Tennessee."
ISU defeated the Vols 78-74
INDIANAPOLIS 1AP) - Bilat Knoxville, meaning UK now
has a chance to win its sixth lie Jean King captured the $6,000 singles championship of the
straight league title.
Tennessee will play March 8 lntlianapoW Women's Professional Tennis Tournament Monat Lexington.
day night with a 5-7, 6-2, 6-4
victory over Rosemary Casals

Dallas Wins Over

tadores
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Babe McCarthy was happy to
see Red Bobbins score 36 points
but he was even happier that it
was in a losing cause.
Robbins, who played under
McCarthy when the Babe was
coaching the old New Orleans
Buccaneers, took game scoring
honors in Monday night's
American Basketball Association battle between the Dallas
Chaps and the San Diego Conquistadtwen.
But Dallas won the battle 120115 and McCarthy got a little
more breathing room in his
quest for the fourth arid last
playoff spot in the ABA West.
The victory increased Dallas'
lead over the Q's to 3,-2 games
in the scramble for fourth place
in the West.
In the night's only other ABA
action, Indiana downed the

Several questionable calls
clouded the match and neither
woman would comment afterward. They are clot* personal
ftiends and old rivakk
----7- - -

New York Nets 112-107. There
was no action in the National
Basketball Association.

Mrs. King, seeded No. 4 here,
noted Sunday, after a disputed
call gave her a semifinals vicMcCarthy had an able pair to tory over Margaret Court, this
Rich
offset Robbins' scoring.
was the very reason a profesJones tossed in 32 points and sional or licensed umpiring sysrookie James Silas added 25 to tem needs to be developed. Se% pace the Chaps. Dallas used a eral linesmen weren't calling
big fourth quarter to insure its the lines loudly and were callvictory after San Diego had ing them late.
outscored the Chaps 37-20 in the
Mrs. Court defeated Lesley
third quarter as Robbins hit
Hunt, 6-3, 6-2, for third place
eight in a row from the floor.
Monday. Mrs. Court played
Bill Keller and Freddie Lewis
with a swollen finger suffered
each scored 26 points while Mel
in the semifinals,
Daniels pulled down 26
rebounds to pace Indiana past
the Nets.
NELL CHURCHILL
1
Daniels' 19 rebounds in the
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
second half along with the
Wish we could celebrate it
shooting of Keller and Lewis
on Strawberry Hill.
turned it around for Indiana,
Love Ya
which had trailed 62-61 at the
Your Sis, Barbie
half.

Mike Col
points. Ittl
on the Wt.

In

Prices Good Wed., Thurs., & Fri., February 28th, March lst & 2nd
OuICK
330

DAIWA
SPINNING
OUTFIT

'Reg. 74.g7
Rag. 18.97
Easy changeover for
solidl y engineered, *Duright or left cranking,
ble reels tor two
tine
s-Ttmcfc!'
rti
1112;_.cepaC'Il...3,244-1)-41Li&we

Model 2019 Rod
Our Reg. 11.97

er/200H Reel

automat,c transmission,
no oac.itisn action, nc
line 1mm. “ii;dl
40 20$
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swam miltaiwoway
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HAM PT(
Solomon a
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Australia;
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INDIAN

GARCI AMITCHELL
300

DAIWA our Reg. 18.97'
BALANCED FLY OUTFIT
Model 6044 Rod
Model 700 Reel
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Ito. test.
SA'BRA 1308

Jean King
Casals,
clinched
P

Prof
CHICAC
Roger Ta
bested I
6-1 in an
at the s
national

DAIWA tsJ

Spring load drag
teflon *ashore, anodized wool,
one-pc. gee, 1 -

Reg
24.97

vnth

att.

Mode) 304 Reel And
Model 2327 Rod

GARCiA AM./VATIC 170
cull' drag. oscillating
'7001filled *ith honnyi

''eL, 18.97
Sealed
mo vement s
spring loaded drag.
Converts to right or left
hand retrieve.

FAMOUS BRAND RODS
TRUE

EA-T 71:711999
£7
Sparc co
DAIULIA

Our Reg.
14.99

TAKE
YOUR
CHOICE

FAMOUS BRAND REELS
YOUR CHOICE
MITCHELL
J499

QUICK
DAIWA
JOHNSON

999

fo
PFLUEGER ELECTRIC

TROLLING MOTOR
Vicheck
TACKLE BOX
trays, crush
proof, polypropylene, assorted colors-

Small, sporty model' for
maximum economy. Peraneneirnagnet type motor hal -special housing
and prop.. Single speed,
sliding off and on switch. Maximurp RPM with
6 or 12 volt battery.

MODEL M4

lit

MODEL
M50
SUPER
DELUXE

89"
9-9 Mon Sat
1-6 Sundays

YOUR
CHOICE
ASSORTED LURES
FILLET KNIFE
SNAKE BITE KIT

6 for 99C 1

BEL AIR SHOPPIKCCENTER
-* ACRES
OF FREE PARKING *
Reserve
We
The Right To Limit Quantities

Open

tY 27, 1971

Murray Drops Crucial 011C Game;
To Western 67-66 Monday Night

an
tie

SP)- Biled the 36,ship of the
.'s Profesment Mon.7, 6-2, 6-4
Ty Casals

calls
nd neither
lent aftere personal
s.

Ible

No. 4 here,
a disputed
ifinals vicCourt, this
a profesmiring sysloped. Sevn't calling
were call-

ted Lesley
third place
irt played
er suffered

"N.1

'HILL
RDAY
iebrate it
11

Barbie
ehireei

and Stroud stepped to the line 17 from the floor, hit for 18
By MIKE BRANDON
with a chance to ice the game. while Williams pumped in 10.
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
first on the bonus fell
Murray, now 19-7 overall and
There wasn't any rejoicing Stroud's
the
grabbed
Starks
in the OVC, will entertain the
and
94
off
State
Murray
last night in the
10-3 Austin Peay Governors in a
dressing room when the news carom.
The Racers moved the ball to regionally televised game
was received that league.
and a pass was beginning at noon Saturday.
midcourt
just
had
Peay
leading Austin
with just
An Austin Peay win would
been upset at Middle Ten- knocked out of bounds
left.
end the race while a win by
nessee. Instead, there was only four seconds
The inbounds pass went
Murray would force a playoff
silent thought about the next
from Taylor to Starks who -- game between the Governors
battle.
tried 'a 26 foot desperation
and the Racers next Tuesday
Only a gallant rally in the
wide sr
went
hall
shot
Willie
at Western's Diddle
and
tired
a
by
final minutes
the rim and the Racial
Arena at 7:30 p.m.
battered Western Kentucky
chance for a share of the lead
In the previous meeting at
quintet prevented the Ohio
night.
the
into
Austin Peay walked
vanished
Clarksville,
from
race
Valley Conference
It was a completely different off with a 105-76 win.
being decided Saturday afthe one that Murray 164)
ternoon in Murray, when Austin Western team than
O F T
four weeks
whipped
the
Racers
collide.
Racers
4 2 2 10
Peay and the
Willms
it
Yet,
99-80.
ago
at
Murray
10
0 4 20
COlemn
But instead, the host
7 4 5 18
really the same 'Topper Starks
Hilltoppers squeaked to a 6746 wasn't
0 00 0
Austin Pray at Barrett
6 4 7 16
Ta ylor
win and left the Racers still a club that upset
Saturday.
Clarksville
0 00 0
Adell
game behind in the dogfight for
O 00 0
The Western defense in the JamtS81
the conference crown.
O 00 0
HouSe
opening minutes of the game Totals
2810 1866
It appeared that Murray
Was air tight as the Racers were western Itir (all
might well be on the way to
O F T
unable to penetrate. Neither Witt
4 00 8
taking the win and leaving
farther
team could move any
6 2 2 14
Bunton
the race in a deadlock. The
4 00 8
ahead than four points in the Bwr mn
Racers were holding a 6043
6 1 3 13
Stroud
10
operung
minutes.
5 2 2 12
Britt
edge with just under six
I 0 1 2
a
holding
Rawlgs
With the Hilltoppers
minutes left to play.
O 00 0
Iclykmp
23-19 edge midway through the. Larson
2 00 4
But after 6-6 senior Granville
of six straight All son
a
7 22 6
Bunton and 6-3 Les Taylor period, string
71147
3030
Totals
Big
the
moved
points
Western
Western
points,
exchanged
30 36 66
Murray
6:44
the
at
a
to
29-19
bulge
Red
32 67
35
y
K
Western
rattled off eight consecutive
Fouled out Murray Barrett,
half.
points and took a 63-82 lead at mark of the
Bow
Bunton
Western K y
Murray could not come any erman
the 3.29 mark of the game.
Western's Chuck Will 1221 leaps high but can't stop this laytn by
in
the
points
five
than
16,
WeS
closer
Murray
fouls
Total
Murray came back 14 seconds
'ern Ky 19
the Racers' Les Taylor 1301. Taylor scored 16 points and grabbed
didn't
that
and
final
minutes
Later and took a one point lead
Teremrral fouls -None
ohmi reissods.
until a charity toss by
when Coleman hit from 10 feet. come
.
had
T
after
aylor
time
!spout
-Two buckets by 6-2 freshman
lead down to 35guard Johnny Britt erased the cut the Western
at
30
intermission.
the
gave
and
lead
Murray
The Racers, forced to shoot
Whoppers a three point edge at
outside, hit_on just 13-40 in the
67-64
Biiii
PSOTWr
Bunton
Granville
Mike Coleman 14h shoots over Western's Kent Allison 30i and
opening 20 minutes for a frigid
Two semis tepooloalties
Racers' one point heartbreaker
points. Coleman pumped in 20 points and grabbed 13 rebounds in the
.325. Western. enioing one of its
Morey —"dam
eluded
best shooting nights of the
Coleman missed a lam mad
hit on 17-37 in the half
season,
foul
charging
a
for
called
was
clip.
a
for
.459
on the rebound and seconds
Starks, who missed the entire
later, a 15 footer by freshman
Jlasoe Williams bounced off game Saturday night with
Ste rim and over the back- Middle because of ajobtwisted
on the
knee, turned in a fine
board.
as Murray
half
the
in
boards
inan
committed
Taylor
•
.
TENNIS .
edge.
tentional foul at the 1:31 mark had a 30-22 rebounding
LOS ANGELES ( API - His the lights and the timing."
HAMPTON, Va. - Harold
Ryun's fabled career-from but the first on a bonus op- Starks grabbed 11 caroms in the
are
rules
amateur
with
Lauderdale,
hassles
Fort
of
Solomon
run- sensational high school runner portunity by Kleycamp fell inti half.
Fla., topped John Cooper of over and Jim Ryun finds
The 6-8 junior center of the
to world record holder-appar- the hands of Marcelous Starks
ever.
Australia 6-1, 6-i as action be- ning more tun than
in a heap in Mun- and the Racers pulled to within Racers put in 13 points in the
ended
ently
distance
preenier
America's
Coliseum
835,000
the
gan in
Sat- ich last summer A collision one 28 seconds later when half to pace all scorers. Bulky 6Mall Invitational Tournament. runner opens a new career
sent the University of Kansas Williams canned a 20 footer 8 Ray Bowerman, who picked
-when
professional
INDIANAPOLIS -- Billie urday-as a
Associ- graduate sprawling and Ryun from the left side.
ap his fourth foul at the huger..
Tracit
International
.Rosemary
the
defeated
King
Jean
Clarke
Ron
Australia's
paced the Hilltopper scoring
at
meet
joined
with
break
practice
big
a
a
got
and
stages
Murray
ation
6-4,
Casals, 5-7, 6-2,
world
celebrated
attack with eight while Stroud
Idaanother
as
Pocatello,
Kent
when
in
left
just 44 seconds
clinched the Indianapolis Worn- the Minidome
Bunton
ho. Appropriately, Ryun will record holder who failed to win Allison was called for traveling had seven and Witt and
Professional Tournament.
'oneb
A • an Olympic-geid medal.
-•
drive
mile.
baseline
's
On
the
run
Third-tieeded
, CHICAGO
for
paw
tile
tied
Murray
bad--got
the
The Racers
"I was planning to quit after
Roger Taylor of Great Britain
the first time of the second
tried to work for a single shot
The ITA officially opens its Munich," said Ryun. He said
Premjet Lail 6-2,
-77-bested
hall at the 15:24 mark when
was
field
and
Barrett
track
Steve
apbe
but
to
seemed
indoor
rules
amateur
6-1 in an opening round match series of
meshed a charity toss
Starke
Los
12
in
with
24
whistled for walking
plied to him because of his
at the $50,000 Kemper Inter- spectaculars March
to knot the count at 41 apiece.
meet is notoriety-almost like a double
game.
the
in
left
Saturday's
seconds
Angeles.
national Tournament.
The first Racer lead of the
Three seconds later Barrett
just ''to get the hugs out, get standard-and that sort of prescarne two minutes later
half
personal
-test
things
fifth
committed his
sure was too much to bear.
the feel of a lot of
THE
when Coleman canned a 15
footer to lift Murray to a 47-45
edge.
Western came back and
grabbed the lead by running off
a six successive points. Murray
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. 3:13 left and the score tied at cept a pass. A time-out and
IS THE LARGEST
sweeping hook shot by Chester did not knot the count until
SELLING CIGAR
(AP)-Austin Peay's hopes for 80-all.
IN THE WORLD
The OVC4eading Goys at one Brown with seven seconds left Darnell Adell popped a 25 footer
an Ohio Valley Conference basvictory
point had their hosts down by gave the game to the Raiders. to tie it at 51 apiece at the 9:34
ketball title clinching
A last-second Austin Peay mark of the game.
over Middle Tennessee State 14 points with 5 25 left in the
Three points by Taylor
were dashed against a deter- first half. But the Raiders out- desperation shot was tipped
the
highly
by
and
away
Brown
by buckets by Williams
followed
bring
to
15-3
Goys
Monthe
effort
scored
mined Blue Raider
to
day and the GOV3 had to settle the margin to 41-39 at the half. partisan crowd of 11,000 fans and Coleman moved Murray
a 58-51 spread at the 718 mark.
The second half opened with went wild
for a tie-clinching 87-86 defeat.
During the span of the scoring
The Govs'superfreshman Fly a five-point barrage by the
The loss left Austin Peay
Williams performed his usual Raiders. The Goys re-claimed with a 20-5 overall record- 10-3 spree, Western center Ray
with is
scoring spree-dumping in 37 the lead but the Raiders came in the OVC. The Raiders are 11- Bowerman left the game
mark
7:55
the
at
personal
fifth
take
a
back
to
again
64-55
lead
points, but the Blue Raiders's
13 for the year and 4-9 for the
of the game.
Steve Peeler fired in 35 points with 12:00 left, only to see Aus- conference.
After Bowerman departed,
himself before fouling out with tin Peay take a 71-70 lead four
rallied to come to life
Tennessee
Western
Middle
to
The
loss
later
minutes
Austin Peay led 86-83 with a leaves Austin Peay with a and pull out the win.
Western finished the evening
minute left on the clock thanks chance to win the title in their
Marcelous Starks, who pulled off 16 rebounds, hits for two of his 18 points. Starks, who missed the
to a pair of Fly Williams foul final game Saturday with -Mur- by bagging 30-65 from the floor
were
Racers
the
for
while
a
.462
lost-to
game with Middle Trnnessee Saturday, played an outstanding game in defeat.
shots. Chester Brown brought ray State who also
(Staff Photo by. Mike Brandon
Middle Tennessee back to with- Western Kentucky-Monday hitting just 28-71 for a sub-par
rebound
the
tie
In
.394
pace.
a
mean
would
A
loss
charity
night.
with
two
one
point
in
for the OVC crown-a victory department, Murray had a 53-37
shots of his own.
With 15 seconds left, the Goys means the title for Austin edge.
Starks, showing little visible
allowed the Raiders' to inter- Peay.
signs of his knee injury, pulled
off 16 rebounds while Coleman
grabbed 13 and Taylor nine.
Phone 753-2975
510 Main Street
Reason 1. We specialize in income tax
Bunton, the leading retriever in
Open Under New Management
the conference, pulled off 10
preparation. We know the wrinkles. We dig
-Serving America Over 100 Years
caroms for the Hilltoppers.
out every honest deduction. There is very
Coleman, who missed two
and
business
to
own
your
own
Here is your opportunity
layups in the final minutes,
little chance we will let you overpay your
share in the gross of our 1fness in this area.
paced Murray with 20 while
taxes.
or husband-wile team
We will place an agrefTve
Starks added 18. Taylor, only 6N
MONTGOMER
full
time
In an already established
WARD franchise catalog store.
This is a rare opportunity to become associated with an
ESTABLISHED aggressive national firm.
Write giving your address, telephone number and
Odooner can help you become the trim
complete personal qualifications and references
slim person you want to be Ochiner is
All inquiries will be held in strict confidence
a fury tablet and easily swallowed Con
Personal interviews will be conducted.
tens no dangerous drugs No starving

----

.4-1w-wri1ers floor

Ryun To Begin Career
In Professional Track

Sports
In Brief
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Austin Peay Stopped Short

Great
Imperial

KING
EDWARD

Henry Block has
17 reasons,why you
should come to us
for income tax help.

Pagliai's Pizza

MONTGOMERY-WARD

15% OFF ON ALL LARGE GROUP ORDERS

Free Delivery Every Evening

LOSE WEIGHT
OR MONEY BACK

MONTGOMERY-WARD Et CO.

BLOCK.

DOS
PEO-PLE
THE INCOME TAX
•

••••

Opon e a re

P.O. 801ti77

•

NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG.
Phone
m. 5 p.m Sat
6 p m weekdays, 9 a
NECESSARY
NO APPOINTMENT

J. H. Murdoch

rim

9704

NO special exercise Get rid of excess
fat and kvetianger. Odr Ines hATh_tteen
used successfully by thousands all over
INC country tot 10 years °dimes Plan
costc$3 25 and the large er onomy
15 25 You must krse ugly tat or your
beretundedtamtattreeetst
NO Question; asked' Accept no sub
jttrtutes Sold with thus guarantee by

Cape Girardeau, Mo. 63701
Central

Shoopong Center

* Pizza
* Spaghetti
* Poor Boy Sandwiches
—

_ Every Tuesday

-

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
- Open 4:00 p.m. Ever-y—)ay
We will open shortly after the Austin Peay
game Saturday, March 3.

Only

99
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Sociologists Taking Close
Look At Early Retirement Effects

U.N.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

By WILLIAM N. OATIS
.
Associated Press Writer
FOR WEDNESDAY,FERRI.AR Y ZS, 1973
D NATIONS, N.Y.
UNITE
On
interesting than usual.
Look in the section in which inure
an unex- (AP) — Early retirement is
side,
l
persona
tee
your birthday comes and find
U.N.
gift or invitation will getting a close look from
whit your outlook is, according pected
concerned that the
ists
sociolog
you.
delight
to the stars.
trend may leave people deARIES
moralized if not destitute.
2 to Sept. 23)
(i()(1
g
u
iR
A
I
(
'
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ellier-4
A report issued by Secretarygood day to contact the
A
A hunch could pay off now --- opposition and see if you can General Kurt Walciheim says
especially where career mat- v§ork out a satisfactory com- old people are frustrated and
ters are concerned. But be sure promise. Be realistic, though, deprived because of "the ices
you are seeing persons and arid don't give too much just to of earning power and status
situations in a realistic light.
through forced retirement."
get matters off your agenda.
TAURUS
LIBRA
The International Council on
'
75
boa
fa'
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
24 to Oct.-23) Arl Social Welfare finds that liveli(Sept.
Don't let a moody or
Stellar influences continue to hoods are threatened and tarn).
emotional person get you down favor creative interests and
ly ties are broken by "the trend
e
now. Maintain and promot
stimulate your ingenuity. Also,
early retirement in inyour self-esteem and stress a good day for seeking favors — toward
dustrialized societies."
your innately optimistic side. It especially in mid-morning.
Problems of the elderly are
may not be easy, but it will be SCORPIO
examined here in a threebeing
necessary.
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) in'er' week session of the 32-nation
GEMINI
new
some
given
be
You may
U.N. Commission for Social De(May 22 to June 21
responsibilities. Don't give way
inwith
veloprnent.
talk
a
have
to
Try
to anxiety Take each matter in
Retirement is sometimes
dividuals important to your turn, handling essentials first.
thou.* st as an idyllic state:
aims. A bit of diplomatic The rest will fall into place.
the waster, freed at last from
maneuvering could have fine
SAGITTARIUS
results. But avoid intrigue.
almelmems labor, can relax
)
films 23 to Dec.- Ill e4r
OM& enjoy himself Some U.S.
CANCER
Expend energies wisely. unions want companies to re(June 22 to July 23)
now to
You should now receive some There's a tendency:
talent
Information which clarifies a overtax yourself. Your
ents
assignm
out
g
carryin
not
for
may
It
n.
situatio
financial
y
be all you hoped for, but it will against big odds can be cleverl
be valuable because a finally used.
gets to the core of truth.
CA PR I('ORN
LEO
Dec 22 to Jan. 20) Vi4
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4441
Be alert to schemers and
dubious
A new type of work assign- those
offering
ment should make your day propositions. Don't allow
yourself to be "taken in" by
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Don't disregard little warning
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tire employes at 60 or 55 Instead of the usual 65—or even
after 30 years' work, no matter
how young they are.
Waldheirn's report notes that
in some parts of the world the
mandatory retirement age is as
low as 50-65. "In the socialist
countries," men are pensioned
after 25 years' service and
women after 20 years' service
regardless of age.
He finds disadvantages in
such cutoffs.
"The loss in earning power
Implies ... a loss of status as
the breadwinner in the family."
"For aged couples, retirement may mean dependence on
children who, particularly in a
society of nuclear families,

Gardening

As Well

Is

may resent this burden of
added responsibility," he adds.
That paragraph needs two
definitions: for working purposes the United Nations regards the "aged" as those 65 or
over; the nuclear family is the
basic unit of husband, wife and
children living apart from relatives.
Even in developing countries,
"there is a trend towards exclusion of the elderly from the
work force and an increase in
early retirement," Walciheizn
notes.
Old people are getting to be
more of a problem the world
over, Waldheirn says, because
there are getting to be more of
them.
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AUCTION SALE

FOR SALE
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HELP WANTED

Boys and Girls - TRAVEL
Men and Women - TRAVEL

AUCTION SALE, Saturday
March 10, 10:30 a.m., rain or
If You
shine, two miles southeast o
Murray, off of Highway 121, a
Ages 18 and Over
J.T. Todd Motor Sales, first farm
openings for 3 who are single, neat and free to
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We
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Pet
641 NORTH
Please Phone
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•
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Before
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manure and lime spreader, KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest care. Hours optional. We train.
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p.m.
Then
tractor seeder, combine, New Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South Phone 1-2474727 evenings. FRIP
for
Holland bailer, 2 years old_ 40' 13th Street "Every day you
PRITCHET'T,
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BIG SALE on at the Craft House
After 5:30 p.m. and
hay or grain elevator, 2 rubber delay lets bugs have their
magistrate for District 1. March
WANTED MAN for delivery and
.
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wagons, new beds, with fifth way."
Until 6:30 p.m.
tire
12NC
TFC all kinds of work. Full time.
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WANTED TO RENT
Douglas Shoemaker, Associate, BULLDO
Shepherd puppies,
FURNISHED 2 bedroom house
Max E. Morris
commercial. New or old. Free Shoemaker Auction & Livestoct also bank gravel, fill dirt and with
PORTABLE WURI.ITZER, and one female Phone 753garage, one block from
Max Churchill
TFC
Fr( estimates. Call 753-8123.
Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
electric piano, used twice. 0957.
WANTED FARM land to rent or
Company, in charge of sale. For topsoil
University, $125 per month.
TFC
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after
or
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MAYOR
Farfisa combo organ. Gretsch
M2C
Phone 7534133.
lease. Top dollar paid. Phone 753information phone Murray, 753ITC
John E. Scott
March 7('
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amplifier- Phone 753-8805. M1C FORD TRUCK 1988 F-800 144' PAINTING EXTERIOR or in- 3375.
JERRY'S REFINISHING St
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Bud Stalls
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hardtop, power steering, power
ij
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Abe immediate arse of Kentucky
cypress. One electric utility poi*, Trailer. 24'sfr wide, tandeari
CITY JUDGE
'brakes,-siziyi • fad. -Med conJOHN'S REPAIR Service. FOUR ROOM unfurnished upLake. Write Route 3, Box 166,
like new. Has both 110 and 220 v.heels. sleeps eight, full Isathj'
dawn. Need to sell. $1400.00.
William B. Harris
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and stairs apartment with bath. Gas
MSC
Phone 753- large refrigerator, 46 gallon GERT'S a gay girl-- ready for a
price.
4.1
Yorkville, Illinois 60560
boxes,
volt
F2ac
C.
Sanders
753-0310.
Phone
Stephen
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or heat, private entrance. Four
MIC water tank, 36 gallon holding whirl after cleaning carpets with
1257.
TFC miles from city. Phone 753•
-STATE
tank, 3 closets, 2 tables to serve 10" Blue Lustre. Rent electric
LAYING HENS and gulaneas
Hods, red. 753-7025 nights.
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REPRESENTATIVE
4919.
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new.
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M3C Standard shift.
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guaranteed miles. One
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Will Give Beginners
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former Countian
Dies Saturday

Kentucky Roundup
Van Hoose
GREEN,
BOWLING
Ky.( API-Larry Van loose, executive director of the Republican State Central Conunittee,
has said he is "intrigued by the
growing speculation" that
Democratic Gov Wendell Ford
may run for the U S Senate in
1974.
"I think this is a distinct possibility," Van Noose commented Monday night before a
Lincoln Day Dinner. And I
think so because of some of the
actions that he has taken in recent months."
Van Hoose, who was press
secretary for former Republican Gov- Louie Nunn, mentioned a recent Democratic
fund-raising effort, saying,"They're raising money
right now to run that campaign
on and to decide who will run
in that campaign."
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KENTUCKY

ing the operation of courts in
the state
The final report is expected
to be finished by September.

James Franklin Farmer,
native of Calloway County, died
Saturday morning at Oak Crest
Nursing Home, Tuseumbia,
Ala. He was 85 years of age and
a resident of Sheffield, Ala.
Graveside services were held
Sunday afternoon at Sheffield
Oakwood Cemetery with Rev.
Ralph Bone officiating.
A retired electrician, Farmer
was married in May 1912 to the
former Lee Mitchell of Murray
who died February 24, 1969. He
was a World War I veteran, a
member of Sheffield's Local
558, and a member of Barracks
Number 1697 American Legion..
Survivors include two sons,
Jatnes M. Farmer of Sheffield,
Ala., and Joseph E. Farmer Of
Whippany, N. J. ; two sisters,
Mrs. Maude Weaks and Mrs.
Pearl Barnett, both of Paris,
Tenn.; four brothers, Joe
Farmer, Chauncy Farmer, and
Sam Farmer, Jr., all of Parts,
Tenn., and Yewell Farmer of
Corbin; eight grandchildren.
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